USS DON JOHNSON, NCC-61701
SD 10404.29
The Dragon’s Lair – Part VI


SUMMARY: Dogged by an Orion attack scout ship on their journey to Epsilon Hydra, the Roxie and all aboard her, have made it to their destination, unscathed.  And as a bonus, the crew has met up with their friend and colleague, Dan Winters, a.k.a. Captain Hawkes.   Winters, having been given a certain amount of liberty, tentative though it may be, had been sent to greet the Roxanne and pilot her down into the atmosphere of Epsilon Hydra Seven

Host Loren says:
<<<RESUME:  Dragon's Lair:  Episode 6>>>>>>

CEO Randy says:
:: on bridge  looking things over bored::

XO Jezabell says:
::still standing a few feet behind Winters, watching him, studying him::

CSO Typhoon says:
::on bridge, feet in console::

CO Winters says:
::Stands up and pops his neck::

CO Winters says:
::pops his knuckles.::

CMO Stone says:
::winces as she can hear the popping::

CSO Typhoon says:
::lights up pipe::

CMO Stone says:
CO: Keep that up and you'll be crippled for life

CTO Jax says:
::Playing with his knife in the corner::

CSO Typhoon says:
CMO: Come here sugar

CMO Stone says:
::eyes her husband::

CO Winters says:
CMO: Huh? Nah, when I make it big, I'm going for full osteo replacement. ::Grins::

CEO Randy says:
::Throws a padd down on the console and thinks I want my ship back this is not what I signed up for::

CMO Stone says:
CO: Yeah, and I'll be the one to implant them.

CSO Typhoon says:
CO: You windbag even command of this tub is over your head

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Three men, wearing cold weather gear can be seen approaching the Roxie on a cargo skid.

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: How's the Roxie doing, boy?

CO Winters says:
CSO: ::Smiles:: Ha! Just for that, you get to scrub the plasma grille. ::via subcutaneous:: You know I'm not serious.

CMO Stone says:
::walks over to the CSO:: CSO: sugar eh?

CEO Randy says:
XO: find out yourself but it doing fine if you can call this a ship.

CSO Typhoon says:
CO: We've got company your highness; CMO: Yeah baby, come here

CO Winters says:
::Glances out the window.:: CSO: Right.

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: Any improvements we can do?

CMO Stone says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CSO: what do I get for it?

CEO Randy says:
XO: I can list over 100 of them

CSO Typhoon says:
CMO: You get to be the object of my affection, baby

CO Winters says:
ALL: Ok, first of all, it's very chilly down here, so wear your long johns. Second, it looks like they're coming to pick up their packages. I'm going down to meet them. Anyone who wants to come along is welcome.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Roxie receives an activation code from off the ship.  The cargo bay loading platforms lowers to the ground.

CMO Stone says:
CSO: Now, who says you're the object of my affection :;teasing::

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: List them and we'll try to do some.

CEO Randy says:
CO: I’ll do anything to get away from this ship.

CSO Typhoon says:
CMO: Maybe I should sell you to the Dragons, oh slave girl ::sly grin::

CTO Jax says:
CO: I’ll go too

CMO Stone says:
:;sticks out her tongue::  CO: I'll accompany you :;walks away from her husband::

CO Winters says:
CTO: ::Nods:: Good.

XO Jezabell says:
CEO/CO: Actually, Randy, you are staying here with me so we take care of the Roxie.

CO Winters says:
CMO: Fine.

CSO Typhoon says:
CMO: I'll get a younger version of you, ungrateful gold digger

CTO Jax says:
::Puts his knife in its holder, and goes to find a warm coat::

CO Winters says:
::Heads down to the cargo bay. Stops in his quarters and throws on a large, ratty coat::

CMO Stone says:
::looks at her outfit and sighs that she has to wear long johns::

CEO Randy says:
XO: you are not the boss so I will be going with the CO...you can take care of the ship yourself.

CNS Brandash says:
::just watches everyone::   CO: I better go .. Unless you want me somewhere else

XO Jezabell says:
CO: Winters, permission to kick Randy in the ass?

CO Winters says:
XO: Granted.

CMO Stone says:
::runs to her quarters and puts on a long furry coat and boots::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  In the cargo hold, the hatch in the floor opens, letting a rush of ice-cold air enter.  The cargo platform raises and the three men are lifted into the cargo bay.

CTO Jax says:
::Gets a coat and brings another along:: XO: Are you coming lassie?

CMO Stone says:
:;wraps herself in a full-length fur coat, tied at the waist::

CO Winters says:
::Checks the disruptor at his hip, then heads down to the cargo level::

CSO Typhoon says:
<Riverwind> ::darts out from under the bed and heads to the flight deck, winking at Megan on his way out::

XO Jezabell says:
:: approaches the CEO:: CEO: Randy: You want a mark of my boots on your ass or you'll follow orders since I'm in charge when Winters is not around?

CMO Stone says:
::makes sure the charge on her Klingon disruptor is set to kill as she enters the cargo bay::

CMO Stone says:
::did a double take at the dog in her quarters::

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: Nope, not coming. Randy here wants to feel my boots it seems so... ::grins::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The three men walk to the crates and check the status of the container, making sure the seals are intact.

CTO Jax says:
XO: That blows...see you later then :: drops the coat and runs to catch up with the CO::

CMO Stone says:
::stands by with her arms folded and hips at an angle::

CO Winters says:
Men: Hello? Can we help you? What are you doing on our ship? ::hand on his disruptor::

CEO Randy says:
XO: yeah ill stay but till you get me part for this old shop nothing I can do if something goes wrong.

CSO Typhoon says:
::puts his feet on the Flight Control Panel and lights up his cigar, putting his hand on the newly arrived, 140 pound Husky at his feet::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The first man, still covered in his gear, his face covered by a dark shield, turns to the CO

CNS Brandash says:
::gets coat and works my way down to where the CO is::

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: We have to do our best to improve that old rag so we can do business and still be intact. Now make that list and choose the priorities we must do now and actually can do.

CTO Jax says:
::Catches up to the CO, and stands to one side of him::

CMO Stone says:
::puts on her shades that have been sitting on the top of her head::

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: I'll help you out with those repairs and improvements.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The man slowly removes his face shield.

CSO Typhoon says:
<River> ::whines until a cigar is placed in his mouth too::

CEO Randy says:
XO: then find me a new warp core

Host Seamus says:
CO:  Hey they Winters.  Glad you found you way back down

CMO Stone says:
::eyebrows raise at the sight of Seamus::

CNS Brandash says:
::caught up with he CO and stands behind him::

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: Stop joking around, Randy. And get serious. What can we actually do here to make this ship be more efficient or at least more pleasant to live/work on?

CO Winters says:
Seamus: Oh, it's you? ::Smiles:: You know you couldn't called ahead. We'd have cleaned the place up for you. ::Walks over and extends his hand:: Good to see you again.

Host Seamus says:
::nods to the CNS::

CEO Randy says:
XO: I’m not. The warp core is out of date. I could use some high power shielded generators and a new sensor pod.

Host Seamus says:
::shakes Winters' hand::  Winters:  Would cleaning her up help?

CMO Stone says:
::walks by:: Seamus: welcome back Captain.

CO Winters says:
Seamus: No, but then they tell me it's the thought that's supposed to count. Whatever that means. ::Chuckles::

CSO Typhoon says:
::pours a glass of Romulan Ale for himself and one for River::

CTO Jax says:
::Grumbles and puts his hands in his pockets::

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: I know the warp core is out of date but there is nothing we can do about it now. Just list everything we need to do and if along our journey we find the pieces you need, we'll change them. But I'm sure there are some improvements we can do with what we have?

CO Winters says:
Seamus: So, what's the plan captain?

CNS Brandash says:
::smiles::

CMO Stone says:
::can feel how relieved the CNS is::

CEO Randy says:
XO: I have already done what I can and :: hands the XO a padd:: Here is a list of everything I could use. I do my job I don’t lack off like some of the people here do.

CNS Brandash says:
::thinks thank goodness::

Host Seamus says:
::looks to the other two men, then back to Winters::  Winters:  These blokes are here to off load the cargo.  Lets give them a hand to get him off my boat.

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: Lack off like some other people here do? What do you mean by that? ::as she takes the padd::

CO Winters says:
Seamus: Sure thing. ::Motions to the others::

CSO Typhoon says:
::scratches River behind the ear, thinks of attaching a sled to River and going for a ride in the slow::

CEO Randy says:
XO: just what it meant by it.

Host Seamus says:
Winters:  I think they have some more work for us, just waiting to hear from the man.

CTO Jax says:
CO: I take it that means we help?

CO Winters says:
ALL: Well, you heard the man. Let's put our backs into it. ::grabs the handle of a nearby box::

CMO Stone says:
~~~John: Seamus has shown up, he's in the cargo hold with two others to off load the crates~~~

CMO Stone says:
::stands back and watches the burley boys go to work::

CSO Typhoon says:
~~~Jade: Be careful, we don’t know the contents of the cargo~~~

CO Winters says:
CTO: No, we brought you along for your witty banter. Of course that's what I meant. ::winks::

CMO Stone says:
~~~John: Aye, that be true.~~~

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  Cargo crates are moved by anti-gravs to the platform.  One by one.

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: And whom are you pointing to with that comment? ::approaches him hoping he didn't mean her::

CTO Jax says:
::Grabs a near by box and takes it:: CO: I thought I was here for my good looks, since others seem to be lacking in that area :: shrugs and smiles::

CSO Typhoon says:
~~~Jade: If we need to blow this hideout we will need to know where its hanger bay and main power plant is~~~

CMO Stone says:
~~~John. Roger that, will see what I can find out~~~

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  From the flight deck, a single fighter can be seen lifting off the tarmac and heading up through the cloaking field, and out of sight.

CEO Randy says:
XO: don’t play dumb with me if you can’t see it then no one else on this ship can.. I think you’re the only  one on here that want the ship repaired and me... so give me my room and this ship will stay working.

CSO Typhoon says:
<River> ::gives his thick fur a good shake::

CO Winters says:
::Files the image of the fighter away::

CMO Stone says:
::gazes outside watching the traffic leave the immediate area::

XO Jezabell says:
CEO: I think you were too busy around the warp core, Randy, cause everyone pitched in. ::hands him back his padd:: Here, in case you have more additions to add to it. ::turns around and heads for the flight deck::

CTO Jax says:
::As he helps out, watches the others, and taking note of where the cargo is heading::

CO Winters says:
All: Why do I feel like we need to be singing something with heave ho and a bottle of rum in it?

CSO Typhoon says:
::closes his eyes and thinks of that costume of Megan's and those dangerous curves::

CMO Stone says:
::watches the CTO move those crates and thinks the XO couldn't do worse than him::

Host Seamus says:
Winters:  I think it might be a good Idea if the crew got off the boat and mingled a bit.  Staying up here could be suspicious

CEO Randy says:
::throws  the padd on the console and goes back to work::

Host Seamus says:
Winters:  And singing won't help.

CO Winters says:
Seamus: Whatever you say captain. Though I don't like the idea of leaving the Roxie abandoned either.

Host Seamus says:
Winters:  We can leave a token crew on board.  To do "maintenance" and the like, my girl needs lots of TLC

CO Winters says:
Seamus: What your girl needs is a complete overhaul! ::Grins::

XO Jezabell says:
::arrives on the flight deck and looks around::

CMO Stone says:
::nods at the XO::

CTO Jax says:
::Lifts head:: CO: What’s that about girls?

Host Seamus says:
::stares coldly::  Winters:  Careful.  She might hear you.

XO Jezabell says:
Seamus: Glad to see you back with us, Captain. ::as she nods back to the CMO::

CO Winters says:
CTO: The Captain here says the place is full of them. And they're just dying of boredom with the men that are available to them. Think you can do something about that?

Host Seamus says:
::nods to the XO::

CTO Jax says:
XO: look who decided to join us...what made you change your mind...

CSO Typhoon says:
::feeling feisty::

CNS Brandash says:
::just looking around::

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: My task with Randy is completed, maybe?

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  The last of the cargo crates are not loaded onto the platform

CTO Jax says:
CO: Maybe, depends if someone else wants to take his or her place:: looks over to the XO::

XO Jezabell says:
Seamus/CO: The Roxie is in dire need of some adjustments but we should get by.

CEO Randy says:
:: walk off and to the flight deck and finds a corner and stands there, thinking  what else needs to be done to this  walking trap::

CTO Jax says:
XO: that’s good, but is Randy still in one piece?

XO Jezabell says:
::looks at the CTO and CO wondering what they were talking about::

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: He looked like it.

CSO Typhoon says:
<River> ::up on his hind legs looking out the window with his deep blue eyes, growls at the pirates::

CMO Stone says:
::listens in on the XO and CTO's conv, thinking these two are perfect for each other. One just needs a bit more confidence and seasoning and the XO is just the woman to hand him::

CO Winters says:
XO: ::nods:: Well, that's been good enough in the past.

CTO Jax says:
XO: that’s always good, hate for you to kill the engineer, we need him with this rust bucket of a ship

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: Yes ::as she looks at the CEO silent in his corner::

CTO Jax says:
XO: You ok? want my jacket? think thicked skined, hate for that lovely skin to get cold.

CNS Brandash says:
::just watches everyone::

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: Nah, thanks... I'm though and I have a jacket on my bunk.

Host Seamus says:
::walks over to one of the two men, and nods::

CTO Jax says:
XO: how about you run off to get it, and keep me company on our little leave :: winks::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION: As the platform starts to lower, one of the crates falls over and spills 20 advanced prototype Federation Rifles onto the deck.

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: What leave? We have a leave? ::looks around:: I think I've spent too much time away from the flight deck.

CMO Stone says:
::leans around and looks at what fell::

CEO Randy says:
::Walks toward the open crates::

CTO Jax says:
::Looks at the falling rifles, taking in the scene:: Seamus: wow, those look great! can I have one?

CSO Typhoon says:
::sitting at the flight controls::

CMO Stone says:
::thinks, ..........boys and their toys::

CO Winters says:
ALL: Ok, let's clean that up! ::Walks over and starts shoving the weapons back into the crate, but getting a good look at them in the process::

CMO Stone says:
::watches as she doesn't want to break a nail::

CSO Typhoon says:
<River> Ruff! ::looking out window::

CTO Jax says:
Seamus: please, I could use a new toy, I’m sure I could modify one of those...:: drools::

CEO Randy says:
CTO: stop acting like a damn baby ::shoves some more  back in::

CSO Typhoon says:
::looks out the window next to River, hmm rifles::

CTO Jax says:
::Gets close to look, picking one up::

Host Seamus says:
::looks to the CTO::  Jax:  Sorry laddie, someone already owns these little beauties.

CTO Jax says:
CEO: Whatever grease monkey

CNS Brandash says:
::thinks about what is going on::

CTO Jax says:
Seamus: I can pay, I got a few bucks, they won’t miss just one...please man, throw me a bone here

Host Seamus says:
::picks up one of the rifles, and cocks the power switch, the unit powers up immediately.::

CSO Typhoon says:
~~~Jade: See if you can see serial numbers on those rifles~~~

CEO Randy says:
CTO: why don’t you join the other dog on the ship  ::shoves by::

CMO Stone says:
~~~John: Not close enough, I would have to pick on up~~~

CMO Stone says:
:;walks closer to the crate, thinking of picking one up::

CSO Typhoon says:
~~~Jade: I'm sure the CTO has a good look~~~

CTO Jax says:
::Trips the CEO::

XO Jezabell says:
::looks at the others playing with the rifles and so hopes no one finds it suspicious. decides to stay behind and watch::

CTO Jax says:
::Plays around with the rifle:: Seamus: just one, promise I won't tell a soul, I’ll pay

CSO Typhoon says:
<River and John> ::watching the CTO trip the CEO, money exchanges hand and paw::

CEO Randy says:
::gets back up and knocks the CTO to the ground:: CTO: don’t touch me again ::Walks back onto the ship::

CMO Stone says:
::picks up a weapon, looks thought the sight, taking aim on a distant building::

Host Seamus says:
::shows it to the crew::  ALL:  It is a nice little toy though.  A compact over under design.  A compression phaser rifle on the top and a TR-116 projectile rifle below.  

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  One of the two men working the cargo, take exception with the CMO handling the weapon, and draw their own weapons on her::

CMO Stone says:
~~~John: TR-116 projectile rifle ::gives him a serial number from the one she is holding::~~~

Host Seamus says:
CMO:  Maybe you'd better just hand that over here.  These guys are a might twitchy.

CTO Jax says:
Seamus: its federation...EXP 1001, I heard things, never actually saw one before, you could get tones on the market for these

CMO Stone says:
::lowers the weapon and glares at the man:: Seamus: only because you asked so nicely ::hands him the rifle::

CSO Typhoon says:
*Loudspeaker*: Lets all be cool out there with weapons

XO Jezabell says:
:: sighs and looks at a console to see if anything is going on on the scans::

CMO Stone says:
::backs away from the rifles::

Host Seamus says:
::takes the rifle and tosses  it to one of the two men.::

CO Winters says:
::Memorizes the markings and serial numbers on one of the rifles before stowing it::

CMO Stone says:
::never taking her eyes off the two men::

Host Seamus says:
::cocks his head at them and nods, indicating to them to pack up their stuff and get a move on::

CTO Jax says:
::Hands its rifle to Seamus to:: Seamus: sure I can't keep one?

CNS Brandash says:
::just tries to see what I can get::

Host Seamus says:
::shakes his head slightly to the CTO::

Host Seamus says:
::turns to Winters::  Winters:  this facility has all the comforts of home.  Why don't we let the crew stretch their legs.  There's someone here that wants to meet you.

CTO Jax says:
::Nods, and moves over to the XO:: XO: them be some nice rifles...a ground weapon...interesting

CMO Stone says:
::thinks.....comforts........as in real beds and sheets?::

CSO Typhoon says:
::moves to the open cargo hold with his gun belt, leaning against the side, petting River, looking at the men who drew::

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: Yeah, you sure seem to like your toys! ::moving her stare from the console to the CTO::

CMO Stone says:
::her head turns as John enters with River::

CO Winters says:
All: Once this gets all cleaned up, Jade, Brandash, Thomas, Skenal .....you'll have shore leave. John, Randy,  Jezabell, stay back on the ship. Someone will trade off with you...eventually.

CMO Stone says:
::smiles::

XO Jezabell says:
CTO: Those buyers are getting a nice piece of equipment.

XO Jezabell says:
::nods at the CO::

CTO Jax says:
XO: So we have some time off, comforts of home, want to chat? stretch our legs..Those buyers are getting something completely new...worth a lot.

CEO Randy says:
:: go back the to eng room and tweaks a couple settings:: *XO*: you got 5% more power to shields.

CTO Jax says:
XO: ack...nevermind,

Host Seamus says:
::hops onto the platform::  Winters:  lets go, we can catch a ride to the ground.

CSO Typhoon says:
::watching calmly, doesn’t reply, know this is a trap:: CO: Nice way of dividing the crew in a hostile environment, I'll take my dog for a walk ::lights his cigar, burning ember in the frozen wind::

CO Winters says:
*XO/CSO/CEO*: ::Via SCT:: Sorry guys, but someone has to stay to guard the Roxie, and act as our backup.

CMO Stone says:
::stands ready to depart::

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  the platform resumes lowering to the ground

CO Winters says:
Seamus: Right. Coming sir.

CO Winters says:
::Rides the platform down.::

XO Jezabell says:
*CO*: I agree with you that it's better to have some people stay behind... we don't want someone to leave us another gift.

CTO Jax says:
CMO: guess it’s just a few of us going down...

CMO Stone says:
CTO: Come one, lets go!:: stand with Winters::

CEO Randy says:
*XO* that 5% and  I  will have 10% more  maybe by morning that all I can get  to you for now.

Host Seamus says:
ACTION:  the platform reaches the ground, it is very cold, and there is a stiff wind blowing.

XO Jezabell says:
*CEO*: Aye, Randy.

CMO Stone says:
@::hugs her coat around her::

CEO Randy says:
:: thinks aye yourself ::

CSO Typhoon says:
<River> ::thinks the breeze is balmy::

Host Seamus says:
@::steps off platform, indicates to a large building in the mountainside::  Winters:  Over there!

XO Jezabell says:
CSO: So... what are we going to do? Cards?

Host Seamus says:
@::starts to walk::

CMO Stone says:
@::buries her neck in the fur, trying to deflect some of the cold wind::

CSO Typhoon says:
XO: Five-card stud, nothing wild, you in?

CO Winters says:
@ ::Nods and follows...tries to ignore the cold::

CMO Stone says:
@::wishes she had worn more clothing under her fur coat::

CTO Jax says:
@::Hangs his head a bit, a little sad, and follows the others::

CNS Brandash says:
@::walks out in a jacket that I took from my brother::

Host Seamus says:
@::pulls his face shield down over face::  Winters:  This wind will freeze the skin right off your face in under a minute.  Best to stay covered up.

CEO Randy says:
::walk back to my bunk and  lays down think that it for today::

XO Jezabell says:
CSO: Sounds good! It has been ages since I've played so I may be rusty... You have the cards somewhere?

CSO Typhoon says:
::produces cards from the replicator:: XO: Just so happens fair lady...

CMO Stone says:
::pulls the hood over her wild red hair, and finds deeper pockets for her hands::

CO Winters says:
@ ::Pulls the collar of his coat up around his face, and shoves his hands deep into the coat's pockets::

CTO Jax says:
@CO: can we just get inside...

CSO Typhoon says:
::deal cards, like he did in the Academy barracks:

CMO Stone says:
@All: How much further?

CMO Stone says:
@::turns her back to the wind::

CNS Brandash says:
@CMO: I don't know but it is cold::

XO Jezabell says:
CSO: Typhoon the magician! I can just picture it!

Host Seamus says:
ACTION: The away team reaches the main building, and pass through an airlock, entering the warmth of the building, a sharp contrast from the cold outside.

CMO Stone says:
@CNS: if we don't get inside and soon, we'll pay dearly for it.

CMO Stone says:
@all: Ah, that's more like it

CO Winters says:
@ ::Opens his coat letting the heat in::

CNS Brandash says:
@CMO: that is true::

CSO Typhoon says:
XO: You have no idea, I've been around the block before.  So, something going on between you and the CTO?  ::bets::

CMO Stone says:
@::can feel the heat penetrating the thick fur and remover her coat::

CTO Jax says:
@::feels warmer, and takes off his jacket:: CMO: About bloody time

CNS Brandash says:
@::removes coat::

Host Seamus says:
@::takes off his winter coat, tossing it onto a bench, looks around the area to see where all the Dragons are.

CO Winters says:
@ ::Looks around at the interior, noting construction, technology, security, personnel::

CMO Stone says:
@::rubs the exposed skin of her hands together::  CTO: Indeed.

Host Seamus says:
@Winters:  I'm taking you to see Dracos.  He would be the head guy of this little band of pirates.

CO Winters says:
@ ::Tosses his coat with the others. Besides...it's not like it's really his, it's just the only one he found on the ship that fit::

CTO Jax says:
@CMO: what do you have planed for this trip...?

CO Winters says:
@ Seamus: All right Cap'n. What about the others?

XO Jezabell says:
CSO: Well, yes and no. Not sure where I should go with that relationship... ::looks at her cards::

CMO Stone says:
@::thinks.......~~~John, Seamus is going to take us to meet the head pirate, will keep you informed~~~

CMO Stone says:
@CTO: Planned? What do you mean :;secretive::

CSO Typhoon says:
XO: Risk taking is good if its calculated, if you're attracted to him, you might flirt some

CSO Typhoon says:
~~~Jade: Be careful, and relaxed gorgeous~~~

CMO Stone says:
@~~~John: Aye my beloved~~~

Host Seamus says:
@CO:  Dracos only wanted to see you.  ::looks to the CMO::  Of course, an Orion slave girl at you side might but him at ease.  He does like the ladies

XO Jezabell says:
CSO: I know he likes me. And I enjoy his company. I'm just not sure I should allow myself. ::via subcutaneous:: since I'm his superior and all ::bets::

CTO Jax says:
@CMO: well I think I’ll get some of the females to show me around the place, taken in the view...see what they all have here

CMO Stone says:
@::smiles slyly::

CMO Stone says:
@CTO: There be dragon ladies here? ::grins::

CO Winters says:
@ All: ::Turns to the others:: All right, Jade, you're with us then. And behave! The rest of you bums, try to stay out of trouble.

CMO Stone says:
@::pouts:: Winters: Do I have to behave? ::grins::

Host Seamus says:
@::motions to a set of heavy doors at the end of a long corridor::  Winters/Jade:  This way

CMO Stone says:
@::drops her fur coat on the floor and walks "this way"::

CO Winters says:
@ :: Grins:: Just don't do anything we'll regret... ::follows Seamus::

CSO Typhoon says:
XO: The real question when you get down to it, it would you prefer to come home to an empty room at night or take a man in your arms <subcutaneous> You can make it work if you both are mature enough

CMO Stone says:
@::grins at Winters:: Winters: Never.

XO Jezabell says:
::sighs:: CSO: Yeah... that's right... not sure if ... oh well... I must be boring you... let's play cards.

Host Seamus says:
@ACTION:  Seamus, Winters and Jade reach the doors and are confronted by two burly Zaldan males

CTO Jax says:
@CMO: maybe find a lassie that can teach me a thing or two about relationships..:: shrugs::

CNS Brandash says:
@::just finds a place to relax at::

CMO Stone says:
@::raises another eyebrow at the two curly guys::

Host Seamus says:
@<Zaldan #1> Seamus:  What you bringing Seamus.  ::smiles at Jade::

CMO Stone says:
@::returns the smile::

Host Seamus says:
@Zaldan #1:  Dracos wanted to see us.

Host Seamus says:
@<Zaldan #1> Seamus:  We'll have to search them.

CSO Typhoon says:
XO: Boring, matters of the heart never bore me, unless it make you uncomfortable to talk with me, I've been there and my relationship worked despite <subcutaneous> superior officer entanglements, starships have family quarters now because the voyage is longer

CMO Stone says:
@::gages the mood of the room::

Host Seamus says:
<<<<<PAUSE>>>>>>>
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